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Introduction

This eBook will guide you through the Design Sprint 

basics needed to start creating your Bravo prototypes. 

For more information and detailed resources on Bravo 

Studio you can visit ,  or help.figma.com helpx.adobe.com

Bravo Studio Help Center.



bravostudio.app

Both Bravo Studio and Figma design tool offer free plans.
 

Figma, sign up

Bravo Studio, sign up

 here.


 here.

http://help.figma.com
https://helpx.adobe.com/support/xd.html
https://www.notion.so/Bravo-Studio-Help-Center-0c15a9e512484895853da68fde6d23df
http://bit.ly/Beginner_Bravo_Users
https://www.figma.com/
https://projects.bravostudio.app/signup


What’s Design Sprint?


It’s a 4-day process for rapidly solving big challenges, 

creating new products, or improving existing ones. An ideal 

methodology for building prototypes quickly and testing 

them with real users. It was created by Jake Knapp while he 

was working at Google Ventures. 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Test hypotheses really fast 

The key to the Design Sprint is the speed with which 

hypotheses can be tested. The methodology is designed to 

avoid wasting time. There are exercises to comply with and 

a predefined rhythm to follow.



Reduce design and development time 

According to IBM, the Design Sprint can lead to a 75% 

reduction in the time of design and delivery, as well as 33% 

of development time. This makes a project go from lasting 8 

months to being finished in just 3.




Reduce errors 

In addition, it has been proven that the amount of errors and 

unexpected shifts in a product design roadmap decreases 

by 50% when the concept is already validated through a 

Design Sprint.




http://bit.ly/Beginner_Bravo_Users
https://medium.com/design-ibm/a-new-study-on-design-thinking-is-great-news-for-designers-593f71b40627
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Most Design Sprints, in some way, involve digital products or 

services but the methodology is quite flexible. They can be 

used in business models, work processes, education, cultural 

changes within companies, board games and even bars. The 

only condition is that it must be possible to prototype the 

solutions with a relatively high degree of fidelity.


http://bit.ly/Beginner_Bravo_Users
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Preparing for a Design Sprint

The Facilitator

A Design Sprint needs a  to make sense. The 

facilitator is the person who is going to make sure the times 

are met and will monitor the progress of each team member. 

The facilitator must remain impartial in their opinion when it 

comes to making decisions. 

facilitator

http://bit.ly/Beginner_Bravo_Users
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The Decision Maker

In a Design Sprint there’s also a decision maker. They can be 

the CEO or , and 

they should participate in the discussions on the first and 

second days of Design Sprint, since their decision will 

influence the sprint goal and the final product.

someone with high decision-making power

A multidisciplinary team


Experts in marketing, sales, design and development are 

needed. A Design Sprint will be successful only if 

 participate during 

the process. The perspective that each one of them 

contributes will make it possible to conceive the project.

professionals from different disciplines

http://bit.ly/Beginner_Bravo_Users


The materials


For a Design Sprint to be successful you’ll need some 

materials.


❏ Rectangular yellow post-its: 2 packs per participant.


❏ Square Blue Post-its: Not Many! They will only be used by the 
facilitator. 1 or 2 packs are enough.


❏ Rectangular Post-its with 2 contrasting colors (one color will 
be associated with the positive and negative feedback). At least 3 
packs of one color and 3 of the other.


❏ Small red round stickers: Many! We estimate at least 1 sheet 
per participant.


❏ Large red round stickers.


❏ Black fine tip permanent markers: One per participant.


❏ Adhesive tape: 1 every 3 participants.


❏ Scissors: 2-3


❏ Timer: 1.


❏ Blackboards: 2-3 large. The more you have, the better.


❏ Whiteboard markers and eraser: 1 set.


❏ Snacks and drinks. Avoid snacks with a lot of sugar, sodas, and


heavy meals.


❏ A small, discreet, and easy-to-use camera.


❏ Bluetooth speakers to play background music.
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Templates for Remote Design Sprints


Of course you can run Design Sprints remotely. You just need 

to use one or serveral of these templates:

 Trello’s product design sprint template (https://

trello.com/b/lMmuSlkP/project-template-product-design-

sprint

 Voltage Control design sprint scorecard (https://

voltagecontrol.com/blog/the-voltage-control-design-

sprint-scorecard/

 Mural’s Design sprint template (https://www.mural.co/

templates/design-sprint)

 Miro’s Design sprint demo board (https://miro.com/app/

board/o9J_k07U1kY=/)
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Day 1

 Everyone works together in creating a map of the 

produc

 How does it work

 What is the target audience?

 Who are your competitors ?



bravostudio.app

 During the first day of the Design Sprint we build a map 

of the challenge we are going to face. Clients and key 

stakeholders are listed and the user flow is drawn.
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Step 1 - Long Term Goal and Sprint 
Questions


Solving a wrong problem instead of the actual problem is a 

very common mistake. The challenges we face during a 

Design Sprint are often very complex. Teams are often biased 

by their day to day and the area in which they work, so it is 

very easy to prioritize a problem that is not the most relevant 

one or to fall in love with an idea that leads nowhere.


“In 2 years time…”. Then we vote on the best goal and move 

on to the Sprint Question and repeat the voting. 
 



We kickoff the Design Sprint filling out the Long Term Goal: 

bravostudio.app 8
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Step 2 - How Might We 


To decide what the objective of the Design Sprint is, the How 

Might We (HMW) technique is used: a method through which 

each participant asks

. Each of them begins with the 

phrase "How might we ...?”


It is important that the facilitator prioritizes the quantity of 

HMWs over the quality. The more that arise, the better. Once 

all the HMWs are on a whiteboard. Each participant explains 

theirs. Then they vote. Each one has 2 votes and the facilitator 

does not vote. 


 
 



 open ended questions about the 

product or service they offer

bravostudio.app 9
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Step 3 - User Flow & Target


During the afternoon of the first day the 

. The 

team can intervene but the decision maker has the last word.


By the end of the first day, it will be clear what will be 

resolved during the next four days.



 
 



target of the project 

is defined and a step by step user flow is described

bravostudio.app 10
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Day 2

 Decide which of those solutions we are going to 

prototype

 Draw a storyboard

 Which features the prototype is going to have

 What is the user flow going to be like?



bravostudio.app

 During the second day of the Design Sprint we do 

research and begin sketching our solution to the Sprint 

Question. 
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Step 1 - Lightning Demos


Day 2 begins looking for inspiration. First, our own solutions 

as well as those of other companies are analyzed. We need to 

capture good ideas and write them down on the board
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Step 2 - 4-step sketches


In the afternoon, each of the Sprint participants silently and 

individually sketches their ideas.


It is important that it is on paper because it is 

faster to make sketches there and because it allows 

everyone, not just the designers, to contribute.


4 steps are completed to sketch: notes, ideas, Crazy 8s and 

storyboard.


 All participants quietly walk around the room and take 

notes based on what they explored the day before.


 Each participant individually writes down some ideas 

and marks those that seem most promising.


 
 



Everyone is forced to get ideas out of their head and put 

them on paper. 

Notes:

Ideas:

bravostudio.app 13
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Step 2 - 4-step sketches


Crazy 8s: 

Storyboard: 

Each participant folds a blank sheet of paper in half 

three times, then unfolds it so that eight panels are obtained. 

Everyone has 5 minutes to draw eight sketches, one on each 

panel. It's a good way to quickly generate idea variations.


Everyone creates a storyboard of their idea in 

three panels, one post-it per panel. It has to be 

self-explanatory and concrete, it can be ugly, it must have 

words and an attractive title.
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Step 3 - Recruiting


In the afternoon, somebody needs to begin  

to test the prototype on Day 5. You can make a post on 

Craigslist or Linkedin, in general it works better if users are 

given a reward (an Amazon gift card, for example). 






 
 



recruiting users

bravostudio.app 15
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Day 3

 Choose what solution to build

 Define how you’ll build it.



bravostudio.app

 During the third day of the Design Sprint we choose 

which solution to build and define how to create the 

prototype.
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Step 1 - Criticize


By the morning of Day 3 of the Design Sprint, there will be 

many solutions based on the sketches from the day before. 

That's great, but at the same time, it's a problem. 

For this reason, we start on day 3 by criticizing each solution 

and voting which ones have the best chance of achieving the 

long-term goal. Then the winning solutions are combined in a 

storyboard: a plan that shows the step by step to build the 

prototype.






 
 



You cannot 

create a prototype for every idea and test them all.
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Step 2 - Decide


To vote the solutions you have to follow 5 steps: museum, 

heat map, quick review, vote and super vote.


 Paste the sketches of each solution on the wall in a 

long row for everyone to see.


 Each participant goes through the sketches 

silently and places one or three small round stickers next to 

each part that interests them.


 As a group, the highlights of each solution are 

discussed. Ideas are captured and the weakest points of each 

solution are criticized.


 Each person chooses their favorite idea. Then each one 

places a large round sticker at the same time to record the 

vote.


The decision maker has three large round 

stickers. They will choose the solutions to be prototyped and 

tested.








 
 



Museum:

Heat map:

Quick critique:

Vote:

Super Vote: 

bravostudio.app 18
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Step 3 - Prototype Storyboard


The day is finished with a prototype storyboard. In this 

instance, you have to 

 and how they will do so 

with the chosen solutions.






Although the prototype doesn’t have to be complex, the more 

interactive and close to the real product, the easier it will be 

to convey the idea to the users in the user testing phase.


This is where  come in handy. If you are building 

an app, Bravo is the quickest way to transform a Figma or XD 

design file into an interactive, functional prototype. You can 

even connect dynamic and real data to the prototype to make 

it even more realistic for user testing.




 
 



think about how customers normally 

interact with the product or service

Bravo Studio

bravostudio.app 19
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Day 4

 Build the prototype

 Don’t panic.


bravostudio.app

 During the 4th day you’ll test the prototype with 5 

people who are part of the target audience you’ve defined 

on day 1.
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Step 1 - Build the prototype


Quite simply, a prototype is anything a person can look at and 

respond to. A prototype doesn’t usually have to be very 

complex in order to learn what you need to know. 


Of course, our advice during this day

 . If you are building a web you 

can definitely use Webflow or even Figma. 


One of the key parts of the prototype is to . 

While it can be tempting to use “lorem ipsum”,  don’t do it. 

The idea of this prototype is to be functional and look and 

feel as real as possible. 


Also: . You need to create a full prototype in just 

one day. You better get together, prioritise and define who is 

doing what. 


In the afternoon, . Just 30 

minutes with somebody who is not a real tester but isn’t part 

of the Design Sprint team either. Just a check up. 







 
 



 if you are building an 

app is to use Bravo Studio

write real text

divide tasks

plan a review with an outsider
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Day 5

 Test the prototype.

 Record testings.

 Analyze findings. 



bravostudio.app

 During the 4th day you’ll test the prototype with 5 

people who are part of the target audience you’ve defined 

on day 1.
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Step 1 - User Testings


It’s now time to test our prototype with the five users we 

recruited previously. You can choose between an 

unmoderated test where the users record themselves 

completing the task or you can write a script of questions 

and tasks that need to be completed and work on a guided 

testing. We recommend the latest. 


There are several apps that might help you with remote 

testings. Some of them are:

It’s crucial that the rest of your team is taking notes while 

each of the testings occur. In this way you’ll be able to iterate 

over your script and . 







 
 



 Lookback, Userfeel and 

UserTesting.
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The end

 Congratulations! You’ve completed a Design Sprint!  



You are probably worn out. It’s an intense week but you 

now have a much better understanding of the problem 

and possible solutions. You have an interactive prototype 

and real feedback. 



Thanks for reading through this ebook! We’ll continue to 

share knowledge on all our social media. Follow us on:

 Instagram @bravostudioapp

 Twitter @bravostudioapp
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“Magic 
happens 

when we use 
big 

whiteboards 
to solve 

problems.”
Jake Knapp – Author of Sprint
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